This paper presents several useful computational tools and available resources to facilitate linguistic studies. For each computational tool, we demonstrate why it is useful and how can it be used for research. In addition, linguistic examples are given for illustration.
Introduction
Owing to advances in computer technology in providing cheap and fast computation power, and to the increasing availability of machine-readable corpora, corpus-based statistics-oriented (CBSO) approaches [Su 1996 ] have been gaining prevalence in the community of computational linguistics recently. Many computational and statistical tools have been proposed for building and testing linguistic analyses, and experimental results have been encouraging. Such computational tools allow people to find more discriminative features and more effective rules for useful natural language applications; they also provide ways to verify conventional lingustics theories with large scale unrestricted texts. This paper introduces several useful computational tools and available resources to facilitate linguistic studies. The functions of these tools include: 1. automatic extraction of linguistic patterns, 2. automatic identification of linguistic classes, 3. automatic evaluation of linguistic cohesion and correlation, 4. automatic comparison of parallel texts, and 5. automatic grammar rule selection. With these tools, linguists can verify their hypotheses with a much broader range of authentic linguistic material in a quicker and more objective way. As G. K. Pullum said: "Some consequences of an entire grammar cannot be seen by the unaided human brain, just as some visual details cannot be seen by the unaided human eyes ( [Shieber 1985 ], p 191)," we believe linguists could give a more systematic, satisfactory, and insightful account of linguistic phenomena if they had access to better tools and larger corpora.
Computational Tools
Computational tools can be used to automatically detect generalizations over a large set of data and to help form hypotheses. There are at least four kinds of generalizations that computational tools can help to formulate: 1) syntagmatic: syntactic patterns and correlational generalizations involving co-occurring elements; 2) distributional: the natural clustering in distribution that serves as the basis for categorization; 3) cohesive: the typical internal co-relation of constituents that defines a linguistic unit; and 4) comparative: the correspondence between two languages or texts. We will introduce the computational tools in turn with linguistic examples.
First, we introduce a very useful searching engine: Key Word in Context (KWIC). This tool can help linguists automatically extract their research focuses from large corpora. Linguists can specify their key words with Exact Match, Partial Match or Fuzzy Match, and organize the contexts of the key words to form a useful automatic concordance. Second, we present techniques, such as Dynamic Clustering and Hierarchical Clustering, for finding natural clusters of words or phrases in distribution. Such techniques allow linguists to cluster linguistic units into classes so that linguistic generalizations can be captured effectively in terms of a finite set of classes. Third, statistical measures which can be used to measure the degree of cohesion among linguistic units are presented. In particular, Mutual Information, Dice Metric and Entropy are introduced. Such measures are useful for identifying the correlations among constituents of a known linguistic unit as well as to discover the boundaries of an unknown linguistic unit. Fourth, alignment tools for aligning parallel texts at the word, sentence and structure levels are presented. These alignment tools are very useful for linguists who do comparative studies on different languages. Finally, we introduce Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Classification and Regression Tree (CART). They can provide an objective measure for rule selection.
Automatic Extraction of Linguistic Patterns : Key Word in Context (KWIC)
The most frequently used computational tools in linguistic studies are searching tools, such as Key Word in Context (KWIC). The KWIC tool is, in essence, an automatic concordancing tool. It can extract desired key words or phrases with their contexts from large corpora. The lines extracted are centered on the key words and show a few preceding and following words. [Huang 1994 ] presented an interesting KWIC-based corpus linguistic study on the co-occurrences of the negator ' ' and auxiliary/aspect ' ' Most Chinese linguists may be familiar with the transformation rule proposed in [Wang 1965] , as shown in According to the above transformation rule, we should predict that there are no cooccurring pairs of ' ' in Mandarin Chinese. However, with the help of the KWIC tool, [Huang 1994 ] found 48 instances of ' ' occurring before ' ' from a 20 million character corpus. Figure 2 shows part of the KWIC result for the key word .
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Figure 2 Part of the KWIC result for the key word [Huang 1994] From the KWIC result, we found that, even though the syntactic suppletion rule of ' ' makes correct predictions regarding an overwhelming majority of the data, it does not account for all the facts. After a careful study of the exceptions, [Huang 1994 ] suggested that grammaticality cannot be predicted with no-exception syntactic rules but must be captured in terms of a set of lexically governed rules.
As exemplified above, KWIC is a very useful and time-saving pre-filter which helps to automatically extract linguistically significant patterns from large corpora. It is especially helpful in discovering syntagmatic generaliztions that range from morphemic to sentential structural patterns. Further, these generalizations can then be abstracted to form theoretical hypotheses, to verify proposed formal accounts, or they can be applied to computational systems.
To be more specific, there are two important dimensions of KWIC: the keyword and the context. It should be noted that the computational tools allow us to manipulate both the keyword and the context.
Besides the exact match function exemplified above, Section 2.1.1 goes on to discuss the fact that a keyword can either be partially specified (thus useful for matching affixes or compound components etc.) or be discontinuous (thus useful for looking for patterns that may extend beyond a word or a clause). Section 2.1.2 then deals with the error-tolerance aspect as well as the semantically /pragmatically close not-exact matches of a keyword. Finally, Section 2.1.3 introduces the tools and ideas in automatic organization of contexts (i.e., automatic concordance), which not only put similar examples together, but also make it easy to see which are the most typical uses.
Partial Match
Sometimes the patterns we are searching for are slightly different from one another and we do not want to exhaustively list them as key words, or sometimes the words we are interested in are disconnected, and we
do not care what kinds of words or phrases will occur in between. In these cases, what we actually need is a tool capable of matching partially specified key words. A KWIC tool with a partial match function allows users to use wild card characters to extract patterns that are either partially specified or discontinuous; thus, it is a useful tool for linguists to match affixes or compound components etc. or to look for patterns that may extend beyond a word or a clause. For example, if one wants to find some phrases similar to ' ', he can simply input ' ? ' as a key word and get a list of candidate phrases as shown on the left side of Such tools are usually implemented by using a finite state machine [Aho 1986 ] which is capable of describing string patterns in regular expressions. For example, the UNIX 'grep' ("get regular expression") tool and its variants are supported in many computer platforms due to their usefulness in such applications.
Fuzzy Match
When we are interested in finding patterns that are semantically or pragmatically close to a certain key word , either the exact match function or the partial match function may not provide a satisfactory output since they are based on strict substring matching. The fuzzy match function outputs patterns according to a pre-defined distance measure between the searching pattern and the patterns in the corpus. Unlike the exact match function and the partial match function, which require that the extracted pattern contain the input pattern as a substring, the fuzzy match function finds substrings that are "similar" to the input pattern; thus it has the error-tolerance capability. For instance, the string "ADC", "ABD", and "DBC" are all considered sufficiently similar to an input string "ABC" in the sense that only one character in either string is different.
The KWIC tools with the fuzzy match function therefore allow users to locate strings that are subject to typographic errors (such as ' ' and ' '), writing variants (such as ' ', ' ' and ' '), and closely related patterns (such as ' ', ' ', ' ' and ' '). For example, if the distance measure is defined in terms of the number of characters subject to insertion, deletion, and replacement operations with respect to the input pattern, and if the weights for such operations are all assigned to 1, then the fuzzy match outputs of ' ' with distance 1 are those listed in 
Figure 5 Path to find the minimum distance for a string pair.
The evaluation of the distance can be formulated as a "shortest path" searching problem which can be solved using the well-known dynamic programming technique [Denardo 1982] . Figure 5 shows a sample diagram for the dynamic programming problem. Any path along the edges or diagonals from the Start to the End represents a sequence of operations that changes the input searching pattern to the pattern chosen from the corpus . There are three directions in which to go at any position. If we go right, a deletion is performed.
If we go upward, an insertion is performed. If we go up-right, either one of the following two cases will happen: when the characters on the two edges of the diagonal are the same, no operation is performed; if, however, they are different, a replacement is performed.
Each path in the figure is associated with a distance according to the distance assigned to the editing operations. The distance between the two input strings is evaluated as the distance which is the minimum among all the paths. For instance, the path in Figure 4 corresponds to a distance of 3; it requires two replacement operations ( ⇒ , and ⇒ ) and one insertion operation (insert the ' ' character after the ' ' character), where each such editing operation is assigned a unity distance, to change the input string to a partial string in the corpus. If this path turns out to be the one with minimum distance, we will say that '
' has a distance of 3 with respect to ' '.
Organizing the Context and Automatic Concordance
In addition to manipulation of the key word, the KWIC tool allows linguists to organize the contexts and, thus, provides them with an automatic concordance for the key word. For example, the KWIC tool used at Academia Sinica allows linguists to specify the size of both the right-hand and left-hand side contexts shown as the search result [Huang 1994 . It also allows linguists to choose from different sub-corpora to control both the size and the domain for the search. Most important to a linguist, the search result is sorted according to a user-specified context. Linguists can sort the search for the left or right context of a certain keyword; hence, similar examples will be put together, and linguists can easily see which are the most typical uses. Generalizations over sentences involving that specific context can thus be automatically detected.
For example, in the above-mentioned studies on the co-occurrence of ' ' and ' ' in [Huang 1994 ], 48 instances of ' ' were found with the help of the KWIC tool from a 20 million character corpus. By sorting the contexts, it could be easily observed that 16 instances of ' ' occurred as the latter part of the idiom chuck ' ', 11 instances involved the double negation constructs ' ', ' ', or ' ', and 13 instances occurred with a preceding negative polarity item ' ', and so on. Linguists can carefully examine the similarities and subtle distinctions among these examples in the KWIC result, and a satisfactory account can be given for each type of co-occurrences of ' ' and ' '.
Automatic Identification of Linguistic Classes
Linguistic studies usually involve formulating rules to correctly account for the behavior of linguistic elements. However, before writing rules, linguists have to group elements with similar characteristics together to form a class. A familiar instance is using grammatical categories, which represents classes of words having similar syntactic behavior, to describe the syntax of a language. Different classifications will lead to different sets of rules and, thus, different kinds of analyses; therefore, the way of classification is very important. In the following, two automatic clustering techniques, namely dynamic clustering and hierarchical clustering [Devijver 1982] , are introduced. Clustering corresponds to categorization in linguistics. Clustering techniques automatically group closely related elements together, so they can help linguists identify linguistically significant categories, but interpretation of the classes has to be done by linguists/theorists.
Dynamic Clustering
The dynamic clustering approach is an iterative algorithm employed to optimize a clustering criterion function ,such as the minimum distance among class members in each cluster. In that algorithm, we are given a set of data tokens and a pre-specified number of clusters K to be clustered. In each iteration of the dynamic clustering algorithm, data are assigned to one of the clusters according to a distance (or similarity) function.
The representative of each cluster, which is usually defined as the centroid of data in the cluster, is then updated. The new cluster model is then used in the next iteration to reclassify the data. Such an iterative procedure continues until the class members in each cluster do not change anymore or a stopping criterion is satisfied.
For instance, in [ 1994] , the dynamic clustering approach with the vector quantization technique [Duda 1973 ], which will be described later, was adopted for clustering of 5000 frequently used Chinese words into classes, and such classes were used to improve the performance of a speech recognition system.
A few examples of the results are given in Figure 6 . Every row in Figure 6 represents a specific class.
Figure 6
Part of the output clusters for frequently-used words [ 1994] In the vector quantization process mentioned above, the 'vector' for a word in [ 1994] consists of a number of frequencies, each frequency being the co-occurrence frequency between this word and a particular left hand side neighbor of this word in all word bigram pairs; two words which have similar distribution in their co-occurrence frequencies with their left neighbors are considered similar to each other. Such similarity is then used for clustering.
A typical procedure for dynamic clustering is K-means clustering [Devijver 1982 , Schalkoff 1992 , which is described as follows:
Initialization: Arbitrarily partition the data set Y = y 1 ,y 2 ,…,y n { } into K clusters, C 1 , C 2 , ..., C K , where C j is represented by its mean vector µ j over n j data, j=1, 2, …, K, and
where y j i is the i-th token of class j, and µ j is the mean of class j.
(One way to do this is to randomly pick out K tokens as the initial centroids of the K clusters and then classify the data to the class corresponding to the nearest centroid.)
Step1: Assign each data y i , i=1, 2, …, n, to the cluster
where D(y i ,µ k ) is the distance between data y i and the mean of cluster k, and the argmin operator returns the argument (k) of the D function which correspondes to the minimum distance.
(Note: the minimum distance criterion could be replaced by other criteria.)
Step2: Recalculate the mean vectors µ j , as in the Initialization step, for j=1, 2, …, K.
Step3: Terminate the clustering procedure if the mean vectors remain unchanged or if the convergence criterion is satisfied. Otherwise, go to step 1.
The K-means algorithm can be modified in several ways [Schalkoff 1992 ]. For instance, we can start with one cluster and generate an additional new cluster in each iteration by splitting one existing cluster until K clusters are obtained. In each iteration, one cluster is selected based on a selection criterion. Two vectors µ 1 and µ 2 are then derived based on the mean vector µ of the selected cluster by slightly shifting the original mean by a small vector δ in two opposite directions, i.e., = µ−δ µ 1 = µ+δ µ 2 µ µ 1 = µ + δ µ 2 = µ − δ Then, all the tokens in the selected cluster are re-classified with respect to these two new means.
Hierarchical Clustering
Another clustering technique, known as the hierarchical clustering technique, acquires clusters by merging two clusters that are most 'similar' in each iteration, i.e., by combining class members that are closely related. [Brown 1992 ], for instance, used this algorithm to automatically divide 260,741 different English words into 1,000 classes. Figure 7 contains examples of classes that are particularly interesting. Each row in Figure 7 denotes a specific class. had hadn't has would've could've should've must've might've ...
Figure 7
Classes from a 260,741-word vocabulary [Brown 1992 ]. [Redington 1995] utilized the distributional information and hierarchical clustering technique to identify syntactic categories in Mandarin Chinese. It was revealed that clusters which resulted from the hierarchical clustering procedure could roughly match the canonical classification (proposed by Academia Sinica [ 1991] ). Several word classification studies with an English corpus have reached similar conclusions [Redington 1995] . It was suggested in [Redington 1995 ] that the distributional information might be an important source of information for human language learning .
The hierarchical clustering algorithm is performed in a bottom-up fashion, where two of the most similar clusters are merged to form a new cluster at each stage. Since each merging action will reduce the number of clusters by one, this algorithm terminates after n-1 steps, where n is the number of data. In addition, the number of clusters in the hierarchical clustering algorithm need not be known a priori. The algorithm of the hierarchical clustering algorithm is shown as follows:
Step1:
is the distance measure between clusters p and r.
Step2: Merge C p with C r and delete C p .
Step3: Go to step1 until the number of clusters is equal to 1.
Automatic Evaluation of Linguistic Cohesion and Correlation
For linguists or lexicographers who are interested in finding compounds or collocations in a certain language or domain, it is useful to have a tool which can automatically measure the cohesion among lexical elements. Here, we introduce three kinds of statistic features which can be used to measure the correlations among the constituents of a known linguistic unit, as well as to discover the boundaries of an unknown linguistic unit.
Mutual Information
In many applications, it is of interest to find words that are highly associated and that frequently co-occur. For example, 'doctor' often co-occurs with 'nurses', 'patients' or 'hospitals'. A quantitative indication for "word association" is, therefore, useful for finding such terms. Mutual information is useful for measuring the degree of "word association." It compares the joint probability that a group of words will occur together to the probability of each word occurring independently. The bigram mutual information is known as [Church 1989] :
where x and y are two words in the corpus, P(x,y) is the probability that the two words will co-occur in adjacency or within a range of several words (which is normally 3 to 10 words, e.g., the range was set to 5 words in [Church 1989 ]), P(x) × P(y) stands for the probability that these two words will occur independently, and I x;y ( ( ) ) is the mutual information of these two words, indicating the ratio of the probability of co-occurrence to the probability of independent occurrence. If x and y are highly associated,
and I x;y ( ( ) ) ≈ 0, and if x and y are complementarily distributed, then P(x,y) << P(x) × P(y) , and I x;y (
<< 0 . For instance, the mutual information between "strong" and "tea" is higher than the mutual information between "powerful" and "tea" [Church 1989 ]. Therefore, "strong tea" is more likely to be a lexical entry than "powerful tea."
The mutual information measure can also be used with other features for extracting interesting terminologies. In [Su 1994 ], for example, mutual information was used for automatic compound detection.
The compound detection problem was formulated as a two class classification problem in which a word n-gram (i.e., a string of n consecutive words) was classified as either a compound or as a non-compound based on the normalized frequency of occurrence of the n-gram, the mutual information among the constituents of the n-gram, and the parts of speech associated with the constituents. The simulation result
showed that the approach proposed in [Su 1994 ] worked well. The testing set performance for the bigram compounds was a 96.2% recall rate and a 48.2 precision rate. For trigrams, the recall and precision rates were 96.6% and 39.6%, respectively. Figure 8 shows the first five most likely bigrams and trigrams for the testing set. Among them, all five bigrams and four out of five trigrams are plausible compounds. 
Figure 8
The first five most likely bigrams and trigrams for the testing set. [Sproat 1990 ] used mutual information as a measure of character association to group Chinese characters into two-character words. Groupings of characters which are more highly associated (i.e., with higher mutual information scores) are preferred over groupings of characters which are less highly associated (i.e. with lower mutual information scores).
To illustrate, consider the example sentence given below:
.
The mutual information scores between successive pairs of characters are given in Figure 9 below. 
Figure 9
The mutual information scores between successive pairs of characters [Sproat 1990 ].
The highest association strength is between the two instances of ' ', so they are grouped together first as ' '. This leaves the singleton ' ' on the left, which has nothing to group with, and the remainder of the phrase on the right: . Within the right chunk, ' ' has the highest association. We are then left with two further chunks, namely, and . Since the lower limit is set as 2.5, below which association strength characters will not be grouped, it follows that of what is left, only and will be grouped. This will yield the following bracketing, which is correct :
Dice
The dice metric is commonly used in information retrieval tasks [Salton 1993 ] for identifying closely related binary relations. It can, therefore, be used as a measure of the word association for two words, x-y, or the association between x and y in two languages. The dice metric for a pair of words x, y is defined as follows [Smadja 1996 ] :
where x=1 and y=1 correspond to events where x appears in first place and y appears in second place, respectively, in a word pair or in an aligned sentence pair. It is, therefore, another indication of word co-occurrence which is similar to the mutual information metric. For instance, [Smadja 1996 ] described a program called Champollion, which, given a pair of parallel corpora in two different languages and a list of collocations in one of them, can automatically produce their translations. In that program, the dice metric is used as the measure of the correlation between the source collocation and its translations. If x represents a term in the source language and y is a possible translation of x in the target language, then it is possible to evaluate the dice coefficient between such a translation pair and to tell whether y is the preferred translation of x. Figure 10 shows some results of a test which gives a set of English collocations taken from the English 
Figure 10
Some Translations produced by Champollion by using dice metric [Smadja 1996] It was suggested in [Smadja 1996 ] that the dice measure was a better indication of word co-occurrence than mutual information was in some cases since it discarded fewer informative events corresponding to the x=0 and y=0 (0-0 match) cases in estimating word co-occurrence.
Entropy
In some NLP applications, we may want to know whether one linguistic unit can freely bind with other arbitrary units in a sentence. If this is the case, then the linguistic unit is unlikely to form a larger unit with the other units. For example, in identifying possible lexical items in a corpus, a substring whose neighbors are randomly distributed is unlikely to form a larger lexical item with the other neighbors. This means that the substring is likely to be a well-defined lexical item by itself. For instance, [Tung 1994 ] used the entropy measure to automatically identify new Chinese words in a large Chinese corpus. The entropy measure can be used to indicate the degree of randomness or uncertainty for such purposes. It is defined in terms of the probabilities of an event. For example, if P(w i ) represents the probability that the word w i will occur to the left of a word " W " , then the entropy (or the average number of words that could appear to the left of " W " in this particular application) is
where P w i ( ) is the probability of a left neighboring word w i , and V denotes the cardinality (or the number)
of the vocabulary of all the possible words to the left of the word " W ". It can be shown that the entropy measure reaches a maximum if all P(w i ) are equally likely, which implies that all words can appear to the left of " W " with equal probability. If only one word, say w 0 , can appear to the left of " W " , then H(W)
will be zero. In general, if most probability density are contributed by a few words, the entropy will be low, which means that only a few words can appear to the left of " W " .
If the experiment is performed N times and the word w i occurs N w i times, then the probability of w i can be estimated as :
In [Tung 1994 ], for example, if a string satisfies the following conditions, it has a high probability of being a new word :
1. The number of occurrences of the string str, denoted by CNT(str), is high enough.
2. The entropy of the set of left neighboring characters, denoted by H_LNC(str), is high enough.
3. The entropy of the set of right neighboring characters, denoted by H_RNC(str), is high enough.
Assume that there are four candidate strings " ", " ", " ", and " " which occur more than once in a given text. Figure 11 shows different entropies of the sets of left and right neighboring characters of the four strings. For instance, H_RNC( ), the entropy of the right neighboring characters, is estimated as [3/6 log (3/6)+ 1/6 log (1/6)+ 1/6 log (1/6) +1/6 log (1/6)] = 0.69, where the base of the log(.) function is set to be the number of occurrences of " " (i.e., CNT( ) = 6) so that the entropy is normalized to the range of [0, 1] . According to the entropies, the string " " is the most likely new word, and the string " " is next most likely. On the other hand, " " and " " are not words at all.
Experimental results in [Tung 1994] showed that the proposed method could identify a large number of new words from a large corpus in a very short time.
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Automatic Comparison of Parallel Texts
Parallel corpora, such as the Hansards corpus [Brown 1991a , Gale 1991a , are very useful knowledge sources for automatic acquisition of bi-lingual (and monolingual) knowledge. In the field of computational linguistics, a variety of researches have investigated the use of bilingual corpora, including sentence alignment ], word correspondence [Dagan 1993 ], collocation correspondence [Smadja 1996 ], word sense disambiguation [Brown 1991b , Dagan 1991 , Gale 1992 and machine translation [Brown 1990 , Su 1995 , Wu 1995 . Bi-lingual material is also valuable for linguists who are interested in comparative studies of different languages, or in doing bi-lingual lexicography for translation. Here, we introduce three kinds of techniques which can automatically align parallel material and enable linguists to identify the most interesting data more easily. These techniques in fact can be applied to any parallel texts, such as in text criticism of two different editions of the same text. But the most common application now is for bi-lingual or multi-lingual texts.
Sentence Alignment
The purpose of sentence alignment is to identify correspondences between sentences in one language and sentences in another language. Figure 12 presents part of the output of a sentence alignment tool ]. Note that most of the time, a sentence is matched with one or two sentences in the other language. In addition, short source sentences tend to be translated into short sentences, and long sentences tend to be translated into long sentences or a combination of several short sentences. Therefore, the sentence alignment problem can be formulated as a shortest path searching problem as described in the Fuzzy Match section (2.1.2). In this case, the distance depends on how likely such a match is. If the probability of such a match is high (given the known sentence lengths of the members of the sentence pair), then the corresponding 'distance' is small; otherwise, the distance for such a match will be large. The minimum distance path thus acquired will then identify the most likely alignment between two text corpora. Figure 12 A sample of length-based alignment output ].
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In most current research works, two factors were used to estimate the likelihood of a particular alignment, namely, the matching type of aligned passages (such as 1-2 matching, i.e., one source sentence matching two target sentences); and the lengths of the aligned source-target passages (say, 20 words in the source passage versus 24 words in the target passage). The alignment which has the maximum likelihood of being aligned according to these two factors is then considered to be the best alignment. ] used the above mentioned length-based algorithm in automatic alignment of sentences in parallel English-Chinese texts, and 86.4% accuracy was reported (95.2% could be achieved if the introductory session headers were discarded.)
Besides the match type and sentence length information, other useful information, such as bilingual lexicon information (i.e., corresponding translations of the words within the passages), syntactic information (such as the parts of speech and parse trees of the sentences) and semantic information (such as case information and word sense information) would be also helpful for aligning sentences [Su 1996 ].
Word Correspondence
The purpose of word correspondence is to find the correspondence between a word in one language and its counterpart in another language. The ouput of word correspondence can be used to build a bi-lingual lexicon for translation. The word correspondence problem can also be formulated as a shortest path searching problem, where a path corresponds to a possible set of correspondences between words in a sentence pair.
However, we can not simply use the length information of the words for such purposes. Instead, we should take advantage of the fact that a word in the source text is likely to correspond to another word in the target text that is highly associated with the source word. In addition, we must consider the relative position of the corresponding word in the other language, which also provides useful information due to the locality phenomena.
For instance, Gale and Church (1991b) used the φ 2 statistic, a χ 2 -like statistic [Hoel 1971 ], as a measure of the association of pairs of words to find the possible correspondence among words which had high word association. (Interested readers are referred to [Gale 1991b , Su 1996 ] for definition of the φ 2 statistic.)
This possible correspondence is equivalent to the possible paths in a shortest path problem. The path with the maximum probability of alignment score then identifies the best correspondence.
Once a set of word pairs which have high φ is defined in terms of the difference between the word index of the current target word and the word index of the preceding target word, referred to as the slope of the current target word. The correspondence score for J source-target pairs is, thus, defined as
logP s l o p e j |t y p e − o f − m a t c h ( ) P t y p e − o f − m a t c h ( ( ) ) ,
where J is the number of source words which have non-null correspondence on the target side,
P t y p e − o f − m a t c h ( ( ) )
is the prior probability of the number of source words which could be matched with a target word (the number of matching source words is classified into three types: type-of -match= 1, 2 or 'many', and where P s l o p e j |t y p e − o f − m a t c h ( ) indicates how likely it is that the j-th target word will have a slope of s l o p e j if the number of source words which could be mapped to the j-th target word is known. For simplicity, the best correspondence is obtained by using the dynamic programming technique [Denardo 1982 ] for all possible correspondences. The performance was evaluated on a sample of 800 sentences, where 61% of the English words were matched with some French words, and about 95% of these pairs were judged as being correctly matched. Readers who are interested in the details are referred to [Gale 1991b ].
[Wu 1995] also used similar automatic word correspondence techniques to build a probabilistic English-Chinese lexicon. Figure 13 shows some example alignment outputs. (Interested readers are referred to [Wu 1995 , Su 1996 
Figure 13
Word alignment ouput examples [Wu 1995 ] ( =unrecognized input token).
Structure Alignment
Structure alignment is used to identify phrasal structure correspondences. For instance, a structure alignment algorithm was presented in [Wu 1995 ] which performed structure alignment for identifying sub-sentential phrasal translation examples in English-Chinese parallel bilingual corpora. Since the number of structure alignment patterns was large, he defined an Inversion Transduction Grammar (ITG) formalism to limit the number of alignment patterns. The ITG is a bi-lingual version of the context-free grammar that generates two children nodes for each parent. Each such phrase structure rule is associated with a matching score that associates the corresponding tokens and constituents of each string. The best alignment is identified by using this score and the dynamic programming technique as described in a previous section. The output of ITG is illustrated in Figure 14 .
The Security Bureau granted authority to the police station .
Correct match Incorrect match

Figure 14
Constituent matching in ITG [Wu 1995 ].
All the possible constituent matchings are then filtered by using some constrains and a probabilistic English-Chinese translation lexicon (built using the word correspondence techniques). Some the extracted phrasal translations are shown in Figure 15 . 
Figure 15
Examples of extracted phrasal translations [Wu 1995] 
Automatic Grammar Rule Selection
When the number of rules increases to some extent, it is hard for linguists to handle the interaction among them. To identify contradiction or redundance among rules is usually labor-intensive and timeconsuming. Fortunately, there are simple tools which can be used for automatic rule selection and ordering.
In particular, Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Classification and Regression Tree (CART) will be introduced in the following sections. The SFS technique can be used to rank a set of rules in decreasing order of significance for a system. The CART technique can be used to select a set of most discriminative features for resolving an NLP task; in addition, a decision tree, which can be regarded as a set of rules, is constructed based on such discritiminative features. These tools are illustrated below using examples.
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS)
SFS is a simple bottom-up searching procedure which finds the best rule sequence sequentially [Devijver 1982] . The same technique can also be used to find the best rule order for a set of rules. Initially, there are no rules in the rule set. At each iteration, a new rule is selected from the remaining rules not in the rule set so that the newly formed rule set yields the best system performance. Rules selected earlier are, thus, more significant than rules that are selected later, and redundant or contradictory rules tend to be ranked at the tail end of the rule sequence.
For instance, in a grammar checker application [Liu 1993 ], 127 pattern rules are used to detect ungrammatical errors. At the first iteration, each of the 127 rules is applied independently to detect errors.
The rule which maximizes a pre-defined score (corresponding to the number of detected errors minus the number of false alarms) is added to rule set Λ 1 , and the other 126 rules are left in the remaining rule set R 1 . At the second iteration, all the rules in the set R 1 are combined one by one with all the rules in Λ 1
(which contains only one rule in this case); the score of each combination is examined. The rule with the highest score in combination with rule set Λ 1 is added to rule set Λ 1 to form Λ 2 ( Λ 2 now contains two rules). This procedure repeats until a pre-defined number of rules in Φ is selected or when the score begin to decrease as new rules are incorporated.
Figure 16
Number of Rules vs Overall Score in SFS [Liu 1993] As suggested in Figure 16 , the score increases monotonically with the number of rules until about 80 rules are applied (region I). When more than 80 rules are applied, the performance no longer improves, which means that there is redundancy among rules (region II). When more than about 120 rules are applied, the performance begins to degrade, which implies that extra rules might be contradictory to previous rules, or that there are rules which introduce more false alarms (region III). We can, therefore, use the first 80 rules to achieve the best performance and discard other redundant or contradictory rules. The SFS technique thus provides a simple and objective way for linguists to arrange their rules in decreasing order of significance.
Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
The simplest form of linguistic rules is a sequence of yes/no questions for making decisions. For example, we may have a rule for determining the part of speech of the word "is" as shown below :
if (the next word of "is" is not a verb) then ("is" is a verb) else ("is" is an auxiliary verb).
In general, such questions can be organized in the form of a decision tree or a classification tree [Breiman 84] . Each node in the decision tree is associated with a question. If the answer to the question is yes, then we move to the left child of the current node and ask further question(s) associated with the left child (and its children); if otherwise, we move to the right child of the current node and ask other questions. This process repeats until a terminal node is reached, where an answer is associated with such a terminal node.
Taking the part-of-speech tagging model in [Lin 1995] as an example, the features listed in the following are considered to be potentially useful features for choosing the part-of-speech of a word:
• the left-2, left-1, right-1, and right-2 parts-of-speech of the current word;
• the left-1 and right-1 words of the current word;
• the distance (number of words) from the begining of the sentence to the current word;
• the distance from the current word to the end of the sentence;
• the distance to the nearest right-hand side noun from the current word;
• the distance from the nearest left-hand side verb to the current word;
• the distance to the nearest right-hand side verb from the current word.
The following decision tree (after non-discriminative features and questions are pruned) is constructed using the CART technique to determine whether the part of speech of "out" is IN ("general preposition") or RP ("prepositional adverb which is also particle"). 
Figure 17
Example of the pruned classification tree for the word "out" [Lin 1995 ].
Here, the questions Q1 to Q4 associated with the nodes are listed as follows:
(Q1) Is the next word "of"? (Q2) Is the part of speech of the previous word "VBN"? (Q3) Is the distance to the nearest verb on the right-hand side less than or equal to 8? (Q4) Is the distance from the nearest verb on the left-hand side less than or equal to 8?
In Figure 17 , the numbers to the right of the part of speech RP and IN stand for the number of tokens in the training tokens, which satisfy (or do not satisfy) the questions associated with its ancestor nodes. The square boxes are terminal nodes whose answers associated with such nodes are given by means of "majority vote" to minimize errors. For instance, if all the answers to Q1, Q2 and Q3 are YES, then we will decide that such an "out" is an IN since in this case none of the usage of "out" is RP while there are 8 instances of the IN usage in the training tokens. If the answers to Q1 is YES but to Q2 is NO, then it is also tagged as IN according to the majority vote principle (238 IN vs. 65 RP).
In more general cases, CART is constructed by repeatedly splitting the tree nodes according to the most significant feature which minimizes a criterion function, usually referred to as an impurity measure. The tree grows until all the terminal nodes are either pure or contain tokens which cannot be further differentiated into different classes with the currently available feature set; the former case means that the tokens associated with the terminal nodes are all correctly classified with the set of features along the branches of the classification tree; the later case means that the data could not be classified into correct classes using the currently available feature set. In the later case, the class associated with the node is determined by the majority-vote policy.
Chinese Electronic Resources
The most fundamental resources for corpus-based linguistic researches are text corpora and electronic dictionaries. A large text corpus provides useful information for inducing and verifying linguistic theories.
It also allows us to gather statistical information for interesting problems and to train model parameters (such as the various kinds of probabilities in the previous sections). An electronic dictionary, on the other hand, provides us with the primitive attributes (such as parts of speech, word senses) of the lexical items of a language for processing the corpus. It is, therefore, important to have appropriate text corpora and electronic dictionaries for corpus-based linguistic researches. Furthermore, owing to the fast growth of the Internet, the single greatest development for Chinese computational resources is the increasing availability of various resources on the World Wide Web (WWW). We will also include some information on WWW Chinese
Resources to provide linguists with the most up-to-date on-line resources.
Text Corpora
The text corpora introduced in the following sections include the modern and classical Chinese corpora available from the Academia Sinica, and the modern Chinese corpora available from the ROCLING society.
Text Corpora Available from Academia Sinica
The text corpora available from the Academia Sinica include both modern and classical Chinese corpora. The modern Chinese corpus, called the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus (Sinica Corpus), is the first balanced Chinese corpus with part-of-speech tagging ]. The current size of the corpus is 3.5 million words, and the immediate expansion target is five million words. Each text in the corpus is classified and marked according to five criteria: genre, style, mode, topic, and source. The feature values of these classifications are assigned in a hierarchy. Subcorpora can be defined with a specific set of attributes to serve different research purposes. Texts in the corpus are segmented according to the word segmentation standard proposed by ROCLING [Huang 1996a] . Each segmented word is tagged with its part-of-speech. Linguistic patterns and language structures can be extracted from the tagged corpus via a corpus inspection program which has the functions of KWIC searching, filtering, statistics, printing and collocation. Readers who are interested can access Sinica corpus and its inspection tools through WWW on http://www.sinica. 
ROCLING Text Corpora
The ROCLING Text Corpora is a collection of individual text materials collected or compiled by various research institutes among the ROCLING members. It is the result of an effort to share research resources among local research institutes.
The text corpora were tagged with an SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language, [Bryan 1988]) compliant markup standard, referred to as the ROCLING Text Corpus Exchange Formats ( [Chang 1993] Figure 18 Statistics of the ROCLING Text Corpora.
Since the above collection includes both monolingual and bilingual text materials of different domains, it is useful for extracting lexical information, observing syntactic structures, acquiring translation knowledge, and so on. The proper name corpus is particularly useful for locating proper names in Chinese texts. More information is available at rocxf@bdc.com.tw.
Besides the text corpora mentioned above, a speech corpus and a newly released 1,000 sentence standard segmentation corpus are also available from the ROCLING society. Interested readers are referred to Cheng et. al in this volume for the speech corpus and to [Huang 1996a ] for the segmentation corpus.
Electronic Dictionaries
Electronic dictionaries provide to a varying extent information on the attributes of the lexical items of a language. A Chinese electronic dictionary, in particular, is useful in identifying the word boundaries of Chinese texts, which is essential before processing at the syntactic and semantic levels can be applied. Two known electronic dictionaries for Chinese language processing are introduced in the following.
CKIP Chinese Electronic Dictionary
The CKIP Chinese Electronic Dictionary was developed by the Chinese Knowledge Information
Processing Group at the Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica, Taipei, the R.O.C. The dictionary currently contains about 100,000 Chinese entries. Each entry contains the following information:
Chinese entry, frequency, phonetic transcription, syntactic or semantic category, semantic features.
Some sample entries and the above-mentioned information are shown in Figure 19 .
[ Since this dictionary is specially designed for Chinese natural language processing, verbs have more detailed information, including the possible forms and linear orders for their arguments and adjuncts. This information forms the basis of the information-based case grammar proposed by CKIP [ 1991] . More information can be acquired from rocling@rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw.
Behavior Chinese-English Electronic Dictionary
The Behavior Chinese-English Electronic Dictionary was developed by the Behavior Design The dictionary has two versions, namely a Big5 version and a GB version. The entries in the dictionary are sorted in the order of their phonetic symbols in the Big5 version and in alphabetic order using PinYin in the GB version. Some sample entries in the Big5 version are shown in Figure 18 .
[ 
World Wide Web (WWW) Resources
During the last few years, the rapid growth of the Internet community has made it possible to access a large volume of text and speech resources through the Internet at very little cost. The research institutes in the natural language processing community thus have more opportunities to practice real-world tasks using such network resources than they did earlier.
The only problem is that the legal status of such publicly available resources is still subject to legal debate. For instance, some electronic lexicons which were once available on the Internet no longer are due to legal problems.
In spite of these possible legal problems, we will briefly include a few known Chinese resources that are publicly accessible. Researchers are encouraged to contact the resource providers and to use such resources as far as the laws of the respective countries permit.
Since the list of accessible online resources is increasing day-by-day, the following information will soon be out-of-date. The authors will try to maintain an up-to-date list of such resources at the ROCLING home page (currently) at http://www.bdc.com.tw/~rocling/ (including both Chinese and non-Chinese resources). The following paragraphs will, therefore, list only a few kinds of typical resources so that new NLP researchers can have a good starting point for finding the resources relevant to his/her tasks. (Most of the resources outside the Taiwan area are not listed here due to the authors' limited knowledge of these resources.) Briefly, the following types of resources are accessible from the Internet.
Online Electronic News
Many major Chinese News paper providers, radio/cable TV news departments (in Taiwan, Hong-Kong, China, Singapore, Malaysia, and the United States) have transferred their publications from paper or voice broadcast to electronic form (including text and speech).
Such text resources provide the largest volume of frequently updated and well organized articles on politics, economics, recreation, literature, and science and technology. Therefore, they are always the first choices for most NLP researchers.
Most news providers have monolingual text resources. Therefore, it is appropriate to use such resources for mono-lingual research. However, much non-local news in local newspapers is simply translated from news provided by international news agencies. Therefore, it will be possible in the future to use such resources and their counterparts in other languages for multi-lingual research.
A few major Chinese news providers are listed as follows for reference. The reader can easily find other links by starting at such sites, by using a searching engine, or by entering the home pages of the major Internet Service Providers (ISP) of the various countries.
Online Electronic Magazines
Online electronic magazines represent another kind of well-organized but less frequently updated text resource. Most such magazines, in paper form, focus on a particular subdomain for a particular type of reader.
These domains may include personal computers, political commentary, recreation (such as cars, sports, music) and so on. Such resources are, therefore, useful for acquiring domain-specific information.
For instance, a few E-magazines accessible through the Internet are listed as follows: 
News Groups, Mailing Lists and Bulletin Board Systems
There are thousands of news groups, mailing lists (discussion lists) and bulletin board systems (BBS), which provide, mostly, dialogue-based articles on the Internet. Each newsgroup, list, or board represents a subdomain that is even more narrow in readership than are those of E-magazines. Many of the subdomains rarely appear in newspapers or magazines. Therefore, such resources are potential candidates for very special sublanguages. Characteristic of such articles is the use of very new vocabulary and slang that may never appear in more formal articles. Since such resources are dialogue-based, they provide good scripts for real-world dialogue and question-answering systems.
A particular application for such text materials is the training of error models of error detection (or correction) systems since such articles contain various types of typographic errors. For instance, it is easy to find typing errors (either intentional or un-intentional) which result from homophonic Chinese characters in a Chinese BBS.
Search Engines
Because there are so many articles on the Internet, it is difficult to find relevant materials for research if one does not have a list of resources such as that given above or if the list is too short to fit the general interests of the NLP community. In that case, a search engine will be very helpful to find relevant articles and information providers. In fact, a search engine by itself can be used by researchers to find the contexts of particular words. A search engine is also associated with a medium or large corpus behind the engine. Therefore, search engines for NLP research represent a way to gather language information without collecting a large corpus.
Most search engines provide exact string matches, case-insensitive string matches, and AND/OR operators for combining queries; more advanced search engines also provide natural language query. A few search engines in Taiwan 
Concluding Remarks
Owing to the increasing availability of machine-readable corpora, computational tools are becoming more and more important in linguistic studies. With these tools, linguists could verify their linguistic hypotheses more quickly using a much broader range of authentic material and, thus, can have more time for high level model construction and argumentation. The aim of this paper has thus been two-fold. On the one hand, we hope that linguists will be able to take advantage of these techniques and resources, and carry out complete, precise, and insightful linguistic analyses on their own interesting research topics. On the other hand, we hope that more and more linguists will become interested in the interdisciplinary field of computational linguistics and will contribute their knowledge to the field of natural language processing.
In summary, this paper has presented a brief introduction to several well-established computational tools for extracting linguistically significant patterns, identifying linguistic classes, measuring the cohesion and correlation among linguistic units, and organizing linguistic rules in their order of significance. We have also introduced several available electronic resources and a few techniques for preparing aligned corpora for research. Interested readers are referred to [Su 1996 ] for more technical issues in applying such computational tools or techniques to text corpora.
